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INTRODUCTION:
TBC² is a decentralized cryptocurrency deployed on the Ethereum Network.

Cryptocurrencies deployed on the Ethereum Network are referred to as “ERC20
Compliant” or “Tokens” and are open source for everyone to see.

We decided to deploy on the Ethereum Network to boost user confidence that the
TBC² network cannot ever be controlled by one entity or admin and deploying as
an ERC20 token allows us to utilize third party wallets and block-explorers for full
transparency and decentralization.

INCEPTION:
We, the development team, consists of cryptocurrency developers, computer
technicians, website developers, graphics designers, investors and traders from
around the globe.

We created TBC² because of the problems that arose in the original TBC, such as
the broken wallet network that stopped users from being able to use/send their
TBC and the admins lack of care and knowledge to repair the issues.

In addition TBC is centralized, with a closed source code and in complete control of

“Admin” who has deleted accounts, frozen wallets and started to charge users a
“wallet access fee” to access the coins already purchased, essentially turning TBC
into a Pyramid Scheme.

With the ongoing problems, and the admins inability to fix the issues, despite our
offers of help, in August 2017 we decided that enough was enough, and we formed
a small group of developers who know each other well and who were all investors
in the original TBC. We formed the TBC2 developers group.

We knew from the start that we wanted to give the existing TBC community a
decentralized ‘version’ of TBC as we value the original ethos of a global
community-driven coin. Developing TBC2 allows the TBC community to stay intact
and continue to use a familiar cryptocurrency but in a decentralized, noncontrolled manner, with a real market value, not an unrealistic “valuation” system.

We deployed the new Ethereum Contract to create TBC² in September 2017 and
started to develop our new logos and website.

TBC² TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS:
ERC20 Compliant Ethereum Token deployed on the Ethereum Network
Name: TheBillionCoin2
Coin Ticker: TBC2
Coin Supply: 1,000,000,000
Contract Access: 0xFACCD5Fc83c3E4C3c1AC1EF35D15adf06bCF209C
https://ethplorer.io/address/0xfaccd5fc83c3e4c3c1ac1ef35d15adf06bcf209c

Deployed on the Ethereum Network, network fees vary depending on the
Ethereum Miners and how busy the network is but usually the network fees are
under 0.003 Ethereum.

ERC20 tokens employ an open source code that anyone can view.

The network is run by the Ethereum Miners, one of the largest mining networks in
the world.

The wallets and block explorers used are third party owned and open source, and
therefore no fees can be charged by us for wallets and everything is transparent.

WALLETS:
You can use a range of wallets for TBC² but you must us an ERC20 Compatible
wallet. We recommend using MyEtherWallet (www.myetherwallet.com) or
IMToken app on Android or IOS as these are user friendly and light-weight (i.e. do
not require you to install and sync with the Ethereum network which is large and
can take a long time.

Other wallets that can be used are listed below – An up to date list of compatible
wallets can be found on our website www.tbc.erc20.club/wallets

MetaMask (Firefox and Chrome browser addon) - https://metamask.io
Mist (Desktop) - https://github.com/ethereum/mist/releases
Parity (Desktop) - https://parity.io/parity.html

WARNING – Do not use an Ethereum Address from a non-ERC20 compatible wallet.
If you use a non-ERC20 compatible wallet your coins could be lost irreversibly and
we cannot assist with recover.
If you have an Ethereum Wallet, that you control the PRIVATE KEYS for then it is
most likely compatible or at the very least you could import your Private Keys into
a new compatible wallet. Again, we cannot offer support for this.

BLOCK EXPLORERS:

TBC² utilizes third party block explorers, this allows for full transparency.
You can find TBC² on:

Etherscan:
https://etherscan.io/token/0xfaccd5fc83c3e4c3c1ac1ef35d15adf06bcf209c

Ethplorer:
https://ethplorer.io/address/0xfaccd5fc83c3e4c3c1ac1ef35d15adf06bcf209c

ROADMAP:

You can see from the Roadmap Graphic above what our immediate plans for TBC²
are. We have already created the token and we are now in the distribution phase.

Distribution Phase:
Distribution is being carried out via our own website and a payment processor. We
are accepting most well known cryptocurrencies in exchange for TBC² payments.

Distribution is taking place over 9 rounds with 100 million tokens in each round.

As each round completes the next round starts and the price increase a small
amount.

Exchange Listing:
Following completion of round 9 of the distribution phase we will be listed on a
public exchange. We have already discussed with several exchanges to be listed
after distribution is complete.

CoinmarketCap Listing:
In order to be listed on CoinmarketCap you must first be listed on a public trading
exchange and meet some parameters such as 24h trading volume. Following
exchange listing as above we will submit our request to CoinmarketCap and we will
do everything in our power to ensure we are listed on CoinmarketCap.

Payment System Inclusion:
After being listed on a Public Trading Exchange and CoinmarketCap we will submit
our requests to payment processors in order to have TBC² added as an option to
make payment anywhere that Bitcoin is accepted. This could then further lead to
platforms such as Shapeshift and further lead to debit card system inclusions.

Charity and Disaster Relief:
We have set aside 25 million TBC² tokens for Charity and Disaster Relief aid.

In recent months we have seen many natural disasters, such as earthquakes and
hurricanes and although people are out in force to help the people affected, more
money is always needed to help aid these communities and people.

It is our intention that when TBC2 distribution phase has ended and the token is
publicly listed on exchanges that we will run further sales campaigns to sell some
of these tokens. ALL funds raised from this supply going towards our charity
account where donations will be made accordingly.

TBC² DISTRIBUTION PHASE:
TBC² distribution phase is being run through 9 rounds. Each round contains 100
million TBC² tokens and the price increases slightly with each round.
R1: $0.002
R2: $0.004
R3: $0.006
R4: $0.008
R5: $0.010
R6: $0.0125
R7: $0.0150
R8: $0.0175
R9: $0.020

A keen eye will note that 9 rounds with 100m coins per round will leave 100 million
tokens in our control.
45 million tokens has been allocated as incentives to pay promoters to raise
awareness about TBC2.
30 million tokens has been allocated for promotions, bounties/rewards, exchange
listings etc.
25 million tokens as above has been allocated to Charity and Disaster Relief.

Information regarding the distribution phase can be found at the bottom of the
Purchase Page on our website at www.tbc.erc20.club/purchase

You can also see FULL and TRANSPARENT information about each of our wallets in
the news section on our website www.tbc.erc20.club/out-wallets

STAYING UP TO DATE:

The best way to stay up to date with current TBC² affairs after this white paper is
through our website at www.tbc.erc20.club or www.tbc2coin.com
The news section on the main website is where all news will be released first,
followed by our Facebook and Twitter social media accounts (links on the main
website).

CLOSING STATEMENT:
TBC² is a legitimate cryptocurrency deployed on the Ethereum Blockchain.
TBC² is transparent and open source.
TBC² can be listed on public exchanges.
We, the developers, can never charge you a fee to access your wallet.
We can never lock your wallet, or stop you using your TBC².

Everything about TBC2 is open and transparent, you can find all the information
you need in this white paper and on the website.

